1. THE INSIDE KICK ...
There are 5 basic kicks/hits that any good player will have mastered. The most important of these is the Inside kick, for it provides maximum ball control. Use this kick to field a ball dropping in front of you. With your support leg flexed at the knee, lift up your other leg and swing the foot and lower part of the leg in and up sideways like a pendulum in front of you, turning the ankle so that you hit the ball with the flat surface of the inside of your foot. The inside kick is commonly used for passing and setting the ball up high for a spike.

2. THE OUTSIDE KICK ...
The Outside Kick is used when the Takraw ball drops outside your shoulders and slightly behind you. It is similar to the Inside Kick in that your leg swings like a pendulum, but out and upward (rather than in and upward). Shift your weight to support your foot as you lift kicking leg up away from body. Turn your ankle so that toes are pointing out (not down), which enables you to kick the ball up with the flat, outside surface of your foot. Avoid swinging or kicking your leg forward (only lift it upward).

3. THE FRONT FOOT KICK ...
The Front Foot Kick is primarily used to dig a ball that is dropping short from where you are standing, as in a short serve, for example. To propel the ball upwards most consistently, with your weight on back leg, and a straight outstretched kicking leg, the front of your kicking foot must be flicked upward with a very loose ankle (not stiff) in a quick, smooth motion as the ball is contacted just above the floor.

4. THE KNEE BUMP ...
The Knee Bump is usually used to deflect upwards a low angle pass or a fast serve to the mid-body. Lift your knee up very quickly into the ball, foot following beneath (not kicking out). The ball is contacted at about waist level with the thigh, just behind the knee, for maximum upward thrust and height. Contacting the ball in mid-thigh area will serve the same purpose, but the ball will not be thrust up as high – this is good for popping the ball up to yourself to pass with next hit.

Note: Both the Front Foot Kick & Knee Bump are used when making a save or controlling tricky serves, but they don’t always provide consistent control.

5. THE HEADER ...
The fifth basic hit is the Header, and it is used frequently in games to deflect upwards a high angle pass or fast serve to the upper body. With legs flexed at the knees, put the top of your forehead in front of the ball, lifting up your chin and spring up from the legs as the ball strikes the forehead so as to deflect it up high in your own court. Don’t close your eyes, in fact look up to where you want the ball to go as it hits your head, and it will usually go there.

GENERAL HELPFUL HINTS:
- Always be in a ready stance, with feet pointing ahead and shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent, weight low and slightly forward;
- With the basic kicks/hits, usually you should try to face the forward direction that you want to direct the ball to as you contact it;
- Approach contact with the ball in a slow, easy and relaxed fashion … it is more important to first develop good timing and control (knowing when and how to contact the ball) than it is to kick the ball hard;
- The support leg provides your balance so should maintain a low profile and be flexed at the knee as your other foot executes the kick;
- Ambidexterity is key to being a more versatile player … when ball approaches your right side, kick it with your right foot - left side, left foot;
- Defense is a vital aspect of the game, practice “Wall Rebound” (kick ball repetitively against wall, control rebounds) and other drills to improve.

FREE STYLE:
This is your chance to expand on your basic kicks and come up with some more challenging moves of your own. Here are a couple to get you started.

FULL JESTER ...
Leap off the same foot that you’ll use to kick the ball. Cross your kicking foot behind and under your other leg. Lift your kicking foot, turning your ankle and making contact with the ball with the flat surface on the inside of your foot.

HAND LOOP ...
This move can be done with a number of kicks. Position your arms to form a loop. The idea is to have the ball first fall through the hand loop then kick it back upward through the loop.
PLAYER’S POSITIONS:
1. The serving regu’s (team’s) Forwards must remain in their ‘quarter circles’, while the back player, the Tekong (Server), must have only one foot in the ‘serving circle’, until the ball is contacted by his/her foot.
2. The receiving regu’s players may stand anywhere on their side of the court, but usually the Tekong stands just in front of the serving circle with the Forwards on either side of him/her.
3. Players are allowed to move freely on their sides of the court once the ball has been served.

TO BEGIN PLAY:
The game begins by one of the Forwards tossing the takraw ball back to the Tekong. The Tekong must then kick the ball, with the foot that is outside the serving circle, into the opponent’s court in one try (usually with an extended version of the Inside Kick). The serve is still good if the ball hits the net as it goes into the other opponent’s side of the court.

SCORING:
1. A point is awarded on every rally … to the regu that did not fault.
2. A fault by the regu possessing the ball also constitutes a ‘loss of serve’.
3. A set is won by scoring 21 points, but must win by 2 points, up to 25.
4. A match is won by winning two out of three sets.
5. A ‘tie break’ set only goes to 15 points, but must win by 2, up to 17.

FAULTS:
1. The Tekong does not kick the ball over the net from the service toss.
2. The ball falls to the ground inside or outside of the court.
3. The ball is hit more than three times in succession by one side.
4. The ball hits the net but does not go over it.
5. The ball hits the hand or arm of a player.
6. Any part of the body touches, crosses the plane or goes under the net.
7. The ball is stalled (stops) on a player’s body instead of bouncing off.
Note: One player may hit the ball two or three times consecutively.

THE COURT:

SEPAK TAKRAW (Kick Volleyball):
Sepak Takraw is a fast-paced, action-packed sport played by two opposing regus with three players on each side. Each regu is permitted to hit the takraw ball three times before it must cross the net again, similar to volleyball but without using hands or arms. Another major difference is that the same player may hit the ball all three times if he or she chooses.

STRATEGIES:
The strategies in Sepak Takraw are very similar to those in volleyball, but using only the body parts that are allowed in soccer. The receiving team will attempt to play the takraw ball towards the front of the net, usually having all 3 players involved in making the best use of their 3 hits to pass, set and spike the ball - all without the use of hands or arms, so it’s like soccer-volleyball!

INQUIRIES, PURCHASE ORDERS, PAYMENTS TO:
Asian Sport, Education & Culture (ASEC) INTERNATIONAL
1940 McIntyre Street        Regina, SK        S4P 2R3        Canada
Phone/Fax: (306) 584-8778
Email: info@asecint.org
www.asecint.org/sepaktakraw

Netpro Sports
2838 Rae St.    Regina, SK    S4S 1R3
Phone/Fax: 306-359-6776
Email: info@netprosports.com
www.netprosports.com

Outdoors Sports
2838 Rae St.    Regina, SK    S4S 1R3
Phone/Fax: 306-359-6776
Email: info@netprosports.com
www.netprosports.com
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